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Maryland Liberty PAC 

State Legislative Candidate Survey 

 

Please fill out the below candidate survey. Be advised 

that failure to do so may result in the Maryland Liberty 

PAC making voters in your district aware of your failure 

to take positions on important issues in Maryland.  Also 

be advised that your answers may be made public. 

 

First Name: Trent 

Last Name:  Kittleman 

Phone:  301-661-3344 

Email:  trentkittleman@verizon.net 
What are you  

running for?  Maryland House of Delegates 

What District 9A 
 

PRELIMINARY NOTE: There are many laws that I believe should be 

repealed for many different reasons.  However, repealing a law that has 

already been implemented will require a series of steps to insulate the people 

from a sudden withdrawal of services. 
 

1. Will you sponsor and vote for a bill to 

repeal all red light and speed cameras in Maryland?  

Both laws are intrusive and I oppose them philosophically.  In Maryland, I 

would support repeal or, as a fallback position, a bill to remedy the problems 

such systems have created.  For example, speed cameras used 24/7  in 

conjunction with a worksite should NOT be enforced in the middle of the night 

when the site is not active.  With respect to the Red Light program, one of the 

major issues  is when the contractor is awarded a percentage of the amount of 

fines collected.  This incentivizes the contractor to focus on quantity of 

violations rather than quality --  the red light camera program in Baltimore 

City, for example, created a significant number of violations in error. 
 

2. Will you sponsor and vote for a bill to 

repeal SB-236 (septic bill)?  
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Yes.  I was working for Senator Pipkin in Annapolis in 2012 when this bill was 

enacted, despite strong opposition.   Land use has always been the purview of 

the counties with support from the State.  The closer government is to the 

people, the better it tends to be, and this is particularly true in Howard 

County.  When the State takes power away from the counties and determines 

the laws and regulations for the state as a whole, it produces one-size-fits-all 

legislation.  That approach almost always acts against the "little guy" (or the 

less populated counties) and in favor of populous regions. 

 
3. Will you sponsor and vote for bills to 

reduce sales taxes?  

I certainly hope so, provided we can produce and enact sufficient cuts in the 

budget to make up the difference, to the extent necessary. 
 

4. Will you sponsor and vote for bills to 

reduce income taxes?  

I certainly hope so, provided we can produce and enact sufficient cuts in the 

budget to make up the difference, to the extent necessary. 

 
5. Will you sponsor and vote for bills to 

reduce corporate taxes?  

Yes.  Reducing the corporate tax may ultimately result in more tax money for 

the State.  When corporate taxes are reduced, the State attracts more 

businesses to come -- or not leave -- the State.   
 

6. Will you sponsor and vote for a Right to 

Work bill to end forced unionism in Maryland?  

Yes.  Both my late husband, Bob, and my step-son, Allan, have introduced 

legislation to protect employees from having to join a union in order to get a 

job.  The decision to join a union should be up to the individual, and not a 

condition of employment.  I will definitely follow in their footsteps. 
 

7. Will you sponsor and vote for a bill to 

repeal SB281 (O'Malley's 2013 Gun Grab bill)?  YES.  I 

was also working in Annapolis in 2013 when the General Assembly chose to 

ignore the thousands of  people who came to Annapolis, most for the first 
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time, to protest this unconstitutional piece of legislation.   

 
8. Will you sponsor and vote for a bill to 

repeal Plan Maryland? Yes, with sufficient provisions 

to  

Yes, with the caveat noted above.  I have not only opposed, but resented 

"Smart Growth" since the day Parris Glendenning initiated the program by 

using "West Friendship" (my neighborhood) as his example of the type of 

community he wanted to prevent through "smart growth."  Since Plan 

Maryland has been in effect for so many years, it will take some effort to 

determine how best to eliminate the program with the least disruption to the 

lives of our citizens. 

 
 

9. Will you sponsor and vote for a bill to 

repeal the Maryland Rain Tax? Of course.  I don't mean to be flip; 

the health of the Chesapeake Bay is important to everyone who lives in 

Maryland.  But the Rain Tax is not the way to do it. 
 

10. Will you sponsor and vote for a bill to end 

implementation and all spending related to Common 

Core Standards being used in Maryland Public 

Schools? I don't know enough about the program to commit to such a 

complete abandonment at this point, although from what I have learned 

about it, I am not inclined to support it.  My biggest concern with Common 

Core is that, once again, we find the State and Federal government attempting 

to dictate how our children should be educated.  The education of our 

children is possibly the last place where we should allow a  one-size-fits-all  

approach.   At the moment, I am strongly opposed to the manner in which 

Common Core has been foisted upon the educators as well as the students 

and families here in Howard County (as well as elsewhere).  
  

11. Will you pledge never to vote for any 

budget that increases spending in any way?  

 I'm not sure this is how I would phrase my objection and 

approach to the over-spending Maryland has experienced throughout the 
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O'Malley regime.  I prefer to say that I would refuse to support any new tax or 

fee or increase in any tax or fee unless and until two budget cycles after the 

Legislature creates and the governor signs a budget that is financially sound, 

that makes sufficient, real spending cuts to ongoing spending, that does not 

need an infusion of funds during the last few months of the fiscal year, and 

that allocates and "spends" sufficient funds to address the "structural deficit.".   

 The one area in which the State must increase its spending is to 

address the "structural deficit." The State must begin and continue to allocate 

an appropriate amount of money to the future funding of such things as 

government employee health care and pensions.  This "spending" should not 

increase the total budget. 
 

 

12. Will you pledge never to vote for any 

budget, bill, or spending that would increase the 

public debt in Maryland?  

 I cannot envision any circumstance where I would vote for a 

loan to cover operating expenses.  However, I believe there is a proper role for 

debt in funding essential major capital projects.  For example, without creative 

financing,  (such as using GARVEE bonds) it is unlikely that the InterCounty 

Connector -- at a cost of $2.4 billion -- could ever have been built.  Large scale 

transit projects should not be funded until it is shown that such projects 

(already built) actually perform as its projections forecasted. 

  
 

13. Will you sponsor and vote for a bill to 

repeal and defund all ObamaCare implementation and 

health exchanges in Maryland?  YES 

 

14. Will you pledge never to vote for any tax 

increase, fee increase, or creation of a new 

tax? Unfortunately,  it would be irresponsible for any incumbent or 

candidate for State delegate to commit to such a promise.  I definitely support 

the intent of the question, but it's too broad.  Suppose we come up with a bill 

to reduce overall spending that creates a "new" tax to replace another tax or 

fee?   
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You can email or mail our survey back: 

 

      Maryland Liberty PAC 

      P.O. Box 794 

      Aberdeen, MD 21001 

 

      mdlibertypac@gmail.com 

 

Thank you for your cooperation. 

 

For Liberty, 

 

mailto:mdlibertypac@gmail.com

